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Abstract
We consider the natural extension of two-player nonlocal games to an arbitrary number of players.
An important question for such nonlocal games is their behavior under parallel repetition. For
two-player nonlocal games, it is known that both the classical and the non-signaling value of
any game converges to zero exponentially fast under parallel repetition, given that the game is
non-trivial to start with (i.e., has classical/non-signaling value < 1). Very recent results [7, 5, 10]
show similar behavior of the quantum value of a two-player game under parallel repetition. For
nonlocal games with three or more players, very little is known up to present on their behavior
under parallel repetition; this is true for the classical, the quantum and the non-signaling value.
In this work, we show a parallel repetition theorem for the non-signaling value of a large class
of multi-player games, for an arbitrary number of players. Our result applies to all multi-player
games for which all possible combinations of questions have positive probability; this class in
particular includes all free games, in which the questions to the players are chosen independently.
Specifically, we prove that if the original game G has a non-signaling value vns(G) < 1, then the
non-signaling value of the n-fold parallel repetition is exponentially small in n. Stronger than
that, we prove that the probability of winning more than (vns(G) + δ) · n parallel repetitions is
exponentially small in n (for any δ > 0).
Our parallel repetition theorem for multi-player games is weaker than the known parallel
repetition results for two-player games in that the rate at which the non-signaling value of the
game decreases not only depends on the non-signaling value of the original game (and the number
of possible responses), but on the complete description of the game. Nevertheless, we feel that
our result is a first step towards a better understanding of the parallel repetition of nonlocal
games with more than two players.
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1 Introduction
Background.
In an m-player nonlocal game G, m players receive respective questions x1, . . . , xm, chosen
according to some joint probability distribution, and the task of the m players is to provide
“good” answers a1, . . . , am, without communicating with each other. The players are said to
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2 On the Parallel Repetition of Multi-Player Games
win the game if the given answers jointly satisfy some specific property with respect to the
given questions. The value of a given game is defined to be the maximal winning probability
of the players. One distinguishes between the classical, the quantum, and the non-signaling
value, depending on whether the players are restricted to be classical, may share entanglement
and do quantum measurements, or are allowed to make use of any hypothetical strategy that
does not violate non-signaling.
An important question for nonlocal games is their behavior under parallel repetition.
This question is somewhat understood in the case of two players, where m = 2. Indeed,
Raz showed in his celebrated parallel repetition theorem [14] that if the classical value
of a two-player game G is vc(G) < 1 then the classical value vc(Gn) of the n-fold parallel
repetition of G satisfies vc(Gn) ≤ v¯c(G)n/ log(s), where s denotes the number of possible pairs
of answers a1 and a2, and v¯c(G) < 1 only depends on vc(G). Raz’s result was improved and
simplified by Holenstein [9], who gave an explicit and tighter dependency between v¯c(G)
and vc(G), namely v¯c(G) = 1 − 16000 (1 − vc(G))3. Holenstein also showed that a similar
result holds for the non-signaling value of any two-player game: vns(Gn) ≤ v¯ns(G)n for
v¯ns(G) = 1− 16400 (1−vns(G))2. Parallel repetition results for the quantum value of two-player
games were first derived for certain special classes of games, like XOR-games [6] or unique
games [11], or for a non-standard parallel repetition where the different repetitions of the
original game are intertwined with modified versions of the original game [12]. Recently,
several results about the parallel repetition of more general quantum games have been
obtained [7, 5, 10].
There are further improvements to the above results on two-player games. For instance,
Rao [13] showed a concentration result for the classical value of any two-player game, saying
that the probability to win more than (vns(G) + δ) ·n out of the n repetitions is exponentially
small (for any δ > 0).1 Furthermore, he improved the bound on the classical value under
parallel repetition for projection games. A similar improvement on the bound on the classical
value under parallel repetition was given by Barak et al. [1] for free games, together with a
further improvement, namely a strong parallel repetition theorem (meaning that meaning
that vc(Gn) ≤ vc(G)Ω(n)), for free projection games.
When considering multi-player nonlocal games with strictly more than 2 players, to the
best of our knowledge, very little is known about their behavior under parallel repetition,
except for trivial cases. This applies to the classical, the quantum, and the non-signaling
value. In [15], Rosen proved a parallel-repetition result for more than 2 players. While her
proof strategy is very similar to ours (closely following [9]), a somewhat unnatural definition
of multi-player non-signaling correlations is used where no m− 1 provers together can signal
to the remaining prover. In our (standard) model, one also demands that any subset (of
arbitrary size) of provers can not signal to the remaining provers.
Another result about multi-player games is by Briët et al. [2] about the related question
of XOR repetition. They show the existence of a 3-player XOR game whose classical value
of the XOR repetition is bounded from below by a constant (independent of the number of
repetitions). Hence, XOR repetition does not hold for this game (but parallel repetition might
still hold). Our result does not imply anything about those games, because the non-signaling
value of XOR games is always 1.
Possible applications of our result could be of cryptographic nature where the hardness of
a basic task is amplified by parallel repetition. A likely scenario for applying our results (and
1 Rao claims the concentration result only for the classical value, but the same techniques also apply to
the non-signaling value.
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our original motivation to study the problem) is position-based quantum cryptography [3, 4],
in the spirit of a recent result on parallel repetition of a particular game [17]. However, as
our result only applies to a restricted class of games, we were not able yet to apply it to in
this cryptographic context.
Our Results.
We show a parallel repetition and a concentration theorem for the non-signaling value of
m-player games for any m, for a large class of games. The class of games to which our result
applies consists of all multi-player games with complete support, meaning that all possible
combinations of questions x1, . . . , xm must have positive probability of being asked. This
class of games in particular includes all free games, in which the questions to the different
players are chosen independently. For any m-player game G with complete support, we show
that if vns(G) < 1 then there exists v¯ns(G) < 1 so that vns(Gn) ≤ v¯ns(G)n, and the probability
of winning more than (vns(G) + δ) · n out of the n repetitions with an arbitrary non-signaling
strategy is exponentially small (for any δ > 0).
We point out that our parallel repetition result for multi-player games (with complete
support) is of a weaker nature than the parallel repetition results for two-player games
discussed above, in that in our result the constant v¯ns(G) depends on the complete description
of the game G, and not just on its non-signaling value vns(G). Still, our result is the first
that shows a parallel repetition result for a large class of m-player games with m > 2 for one
of the three values (the classical, quantum or non-signaling) of interest.
For proving our results, we borrow and extend tools from [9] and [13], and combine them
with some new technique. The new technique involves considering strategies that are almost
non-signaling, meaning that the non-signaling properties only hold up to some small error.
We then show (Proposition 18) and use in our proof that the non-signaling value of a game
is robust under extending the quantification over all non-signaling strategies to all almost
non-signaling strategies.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Basic Notation
For any m-partite set X = X1 × · · · ×Xm, any m-tuple x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ X , and any index
set I = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}, we write XI to denote the k-partite set X = Xi1×· · ·×Xik ,
and we write xI to denote the k-tuple x = (xi1 , . . . , xik) ∈ XI . To denote elements from the n-
fold Cartesian product of anm-partite set X as above, we write x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X×· · ·×X
with xi = (xi1, . . . , xim) ∈ X . For i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we then write xi for xi = (x1i , . . . , xni ), and
for I = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}, x`I is naturally understood as x`I = (x`i1 , . . . , x`ik) and xI
as xI = (xi1 , . . . ,xik). Corresponding notation is used for random variables X over X and
X over X × · · · × X .
2.2 Probabilities and Random Variables
We consider finite probability spaces, given by a non-empty finite sample space Ω and a
probability function P : Ω → [0, 1]. A random variable is a function X : Ω → X from Ω
into some finite set X . The distribution of X, denoted as PX , is given by PX(x) = P [X=
x ] = P [ {ω ∈ Ω |X(ω)=x} ]. The joint distribution of a pair of random variables X and Y
is denoted by PXY , i.e., PXY (x, y) = P [X=x ∧ Y =y ], and the conditional distribution of
X given Y is denoted by PX|Y and defined as PX|Y (x|y) = PXY (x, y)/PY (y) for all x and y
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with PY (y) > 0. An event E is a subset of Ω, and the conditional distribution of a random
variable X given E is denoted as PX|E and given by PX|E(x) = P [X=x ∧ E ]/P [ E ].
The variational (or statistical) distance between two probability distributions PX and
QX for the same random variable X : Ω→ X over two probability spaces (Ω, P ) and (Ω, Q)
(with the same Ω), is defined as
‖PX −QX‖ := 12
∑
x∈X
|PX(x)−QX(x)|
If PX and QX are ε-close in variational distance, we also write PX ≈ε QX .
Usually, we leave the probability space (Ω, P ) etc. implicit, and understand random
variables X,Y, . . . to be defined by their joint distribution PXY ···, or by some “experiment”
that uniquely determines their joint distribution.
2.3 Some Useful Facts
The following lemma states that the variational distance cannot increase when less information
is taken into account.
I Lemma 1. Let PXY and QXY be joint distributions for random variables X and Y with
respective ranges X and Y, and let PX and QX be the corresponding marginals. Then,
‖PX −QX‖ ≤ ‖PXY −QXY ‖ .
Proof.
‖PX −QX‖ = 12
∑
x∈X
|PX(x)−QX(x)| = 12
∑
x∈X
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
y∈Y
(
PXY (x, y)−QXY (x, y)
)∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 12
∑
x∈X
∑
y∈Y
|PXY (x, y)−QXY (x, y)| = ‖PXY −QXY ‖ .
J
The next lemma is due to Holenstein [9] (a simplified version of his Corollary 6).
I Lemma 2. Let T and U1, . . . , UL be random variables with distribution PTU1···UL =
PT · PU1|T · · ·PUL|T (i.e. the U `’s are conditionally independent given T ), and let E be an
event. Then
L∑
`=1
∥∥PTU`|E − PT |E · PU`|T∥∥ ≤
√
L log
( 1
P [ E ]
)
.
The following is Hoeffding Inequality’s for sampling without replacement [8].
I Theorem 3 (Hoeffding Inequality for sampling without replacement). Let w ∈ {0, 1}n be an
n-bit string with 1n
∑n
`=1 wi = w. Let the random variables D1, D2, . . . , DK be obtained by
sampling K random entries from w without replacement. Then, for any ε > 0, the random
variable D := 1K
∑
kDk satisfies
P
[
D ≤ w − ε ] ≤ exp(−2ε2K) .
Finally, we will make use of the Azuma-Hoeffding Inequality, stated below. We first define
the notion of a supermartingale.
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IDefinition 4 (Supermartingale). A sequence of real valued random variablesM0,M1, . . . ,MK
is called a supermartingale if E[Mk|M0 · · ·Mk−1] ≤Mk−1 (with probability 1) for every k ≥ 1.
I Theorem 5 (Azuma-Hoeffding Inequality). If M0,M1, . . . ,MK is a supermartingale with
Mk ≤Mk−1 + 1, then
P
[
MK > M0 + εK
] ≤ exp(−ε2K/2) .
2.4 Nonlocal Games
I Definition 6. An m-player nonlocal game, or simply (m-player) game G consists of two
m-partite sets X = X1 × · · · × Xm and A = A1 × · · · × Am, a probability distribution
pi : X → [0, 1] on X , i.e., ∑x pi(x) = 1, and a verification predicate V : X ×A → {0, 1}.
I Definition 7. A strategy for an m-player game G = (X ,A, pi,V) is a conditional probability
distribution q(·|·) : A×X → [0, 1], i.e., ∑a q(a|x) = 1 for all x ∈ X .
I Definition 8. For any m-player game G = (X ,A, pi,V) and any strategy q for G, the value
of the game with respect to q is given by
v[q](G) :=
∑
x∈X
a∈A
pi(x) q(a|x)V(x, a) .
Any m-player game G = (X ,A, pi,V) and any strategy q for G together naturally define
a probability space with random variables X = (X1, . . . , Xm) and A = (A1, . . . , Am) with
joint probability distribution PXA given by PXA(x, a) = pi(x)q(a|x). The random variable
X describes the choice of the input x ∈ X according to pi, and the random variable A then
describes the reply a ∈ A chosen according to the distribution q(·|x). It obviously holds that
PX = pi, and PA|X(·|x) = q(·|x) for any x ∈ X with PX(x) > 0. A subtlety is that for x ∈ X
with PX(x) = 0, the distribution PA|X(·|x) is strictly speaking not defined whereas q(·|x) is.
The value of the game with respect to strategy q can be written in terms of these random
variables as v[q](G) = P [V(X,A)=1 ]. In the following we define the classical, quantum and
non-signaling values of m-player games. Only the last one will be used in the rest of the
paper, but we provide all of them for the sake of completeness.
I Definition 9. A strategy q for an m-player game G = (X ,A, pi,V) is classical (or local) if
there exists a probability distribution p on a set W and conditional probability distributions
q1, . . . , qm such that
q(a1, . . . , am|x1, . . . , xm) =
∑
w∈W
p(w)
m∏
i=1
qi(ai|xi, w) .
The classical value of a game G is defined as vc(G) := supq v[q](G), where the supremum is
over all classical strategies q for G.
I Definition 10. A strategy q for an m-player game G = (X ,A, pi,V) is quantum if there
exists an m-partite quantum state |ψ〉 ∈ HA1⊗· · ·⊗HAm and for every x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ X
there exist POVMs E1x1 = {E1x1,a1}a1∈A1 , . . . ,Emxm = {Emxm,am}am∈Am such that for all
a = (a1, . . . , am) ∈ A and x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ X :
q(a|x) = 〈ψ|E1x1,a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Emxm,am |ψ〉
The quantum value of a game G is defined as vqu(G) := supq v[q](G), where the supremum is
over all quantum strategies q for G.
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I Definition 11. A strategy q for an m-player game G = (X ,A, pi,V) is non-signaling if for
any index subset I ⊂ {1, . . . ,m} and its complement J = {1, . . . ,m} \ I, it holds that∑
aJ∈AJ
q(aI , aJ |xI , xJ) =
∑
aJ∈AJ
q(aI , aJ |xI , x′J) for all aI ∈ AI , xI ∈ XI and xJ , x′J ∈ XJ .
The non-signaling value of a game G is defined as vns(G) := supq v[q](G), where the supremum
is over all non-signaling strategies q for G.
The following relaxed notion of non-signaling is crucial for the understanding of our
parallel-repetition proof.
I Definition 12. A strategy q for anm-player game G = (X ,A, pi,V) is ε-almost non-signaling
if for any index subset I ⊂ {1, . . . ,m} and its complement J = {1, . . . ,m} \ I, it holds that∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
aJ∈AJ
q(aI , aJ |xI , xJ)−
∑
aJ∈AJ
q(aI , aJ |xI , x′J)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε for all aI ∈ AI , xI ∈ XI and xJ , x′J ∈ XJ .
3 A Multi-Player Parallel Repetition Theorem
3.1 The Parallel Repetition of Nonlocal Games
Given a game G, the n-fold parallel repetition Gn is the game where the referees samples
n independent inputs x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X × · · · × X and Gn is won if and only if all its
sub-games are won. For the sake of notational convenience, we also introduce the following
way of denoting the fact that t of the n parallel repetitions are won.
I Definition 13 (t-out-of-n Parallel Repetition). For any n ∈ N and t ∈ R, the t-out-of-n
parallel repetition of a game G = (X ,A, pi,V) is given by the game Gt/n = (Xn,An, pin,Vt/n)
where Xn = X × · · · × X and An = A × · · · × A, and for all x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Xn and
a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ An
pin(x) :=
n∏
`=1
pi(x`) and Vt/n(x,a) :=
{
1 if
∑n
`=1 V(x`, a`) ≥ t
0 else .
The (standard) n-fold parallel repetition of a game G is given by the game Gn := Gn/n.
Similar to the observation after Definition 8, for any game G and for any strategy2 q(n)
for the t-out-of-n (or the n-fold) parallel repetition, random variables X = (X1, . . . , Xn) and
A = (A1, . . . , An), together with their joint distribution PXA, are naturally determined.
Note that for any ` ∈ {1, . . . , n}, X` is of the form X` = (X`1, . . . , X`m), where X`i
represents the question to the i-th player in the `-th repetition of G (and is distributed over
Xi). Therefore, for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we write Xi for Xi = (X1i , . . . , Xni ), and for any
I = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}, X`I should be understood as X`I = (X`i1 , . . . , X`ik) and XI as
XI = (Xi1 , . . . ,Xik). The corresponding holds for A.
To simplify notation, for the n-fold repetition of a given game G with a given strategy
q(n), we define W` to be the random variable W` := V(X`, A`) that indicates if the `-th
repetition of G is won, and we define W := 1n
∑n
`=1W` to be the fraction of repetitions that
are won. Obviously, v[q(n)](Gt/n) = P [W ≥ t/n ].
2 We write q(n) (rather than e.g. qn) to emphasize that it is a strategy for an n-fold repetition of G, but
it is not (necessarily) the n-fold independent execution of a strategy q for G.
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3.2 Concentration and Parallel Repetition Theorems
Our concentration and parallel repetition theorems below hold for all multi-player nonlocal
games G up to the following restriction on the distribution pi.
I Definition 14. We say that an m-player game G = (X ,A, pi,V) has complete support if
pi(x) > 0 for all x ∈ X , i.e., every x ∈ X = X1 × · · · × Xm is a “valid input” to the game.
An important class of games that satisfy the complete-support property are the so-called
free games, as studied for instance in [1]. In a free game, pi is required to be a product
distribution, i.e., pi(x) = pi1(x1) · · ·pim(xm) for all x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ X = X1 × . . . × Xm.
Such a game has obviously full support.3
I Theorem 15 (Concentration Theorem). Let G be an arbitrary m-player game with complete
support. Then there exists a constant µ > 0, depending on G, such that for any δ > 0, any
n ∈ N, and for t = (vns(G)+δ)n:
vns(Gt/n) ≤ 8 exp
(−δ4µn) .
As an immediate consequence, we get the following parallel-repetition theorem.
I Theorem 16 (Parallel-Repetition Theorem). Let G be an arbitrary m-player game with
complete support and non-signaling value vns(G) < 1. Then there exists ν < 1, depending on
G, such that vns(Gn) < 8νn for any n ∈ N.
We point out that the constants µ (in Theorem 15) and ν (in Theorem 16) not only depend
on the non-signaling value vns(G) of G, but on the game G itself. The restriction to games
with complete support stems from the fact that µ becomes 0 when the smallest probability
in the distribution pi goes to 0, rendering the bound useless.
3.3 The Proof
A central idea of our proof is the robustness of the non-signaling value of a game. We will use
the following result from [16, Section 10.4] about the sensitivity analysis of linear programs.
I Lemma 17. Let A be an m × n-matrix, and let A be such that for each nonsingular
submatrix B of A, all entries of B−1 are at most ∆ in absolute value. Let c be a row
n-vector, and let b′ and b′′ be column m-vectors such that both maxx{cx |Ax ≤ b′} and
maxx{cx |Ax ≤ b′′} are finite. Then 4∣∣∣∣maxx∈Rn{cx |Ax ≤ b′′} − maxx∈Rn{cx |Ax ≤ b′}
∣∣∣∣ ≤ n∆‖c‖1 · ‖b′′ − b′‖∞ .
I Proposition 18 (Robustness of vns(G)). Let G be an m-player game with non-signaling
value vns(G). Then, there exists a constant c(G) such that for any ε ≥ 0 and for any
strategy q for G that is ε-almost non-signaling, the value of G with respect to q is bounded by
v[q](G) ≤ vns(G) + c(G) · ε.
3 After possibly having restricted the sets X1, . . . ,Xm appropriately.
4 For x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn, the norms are defined as ‖x‖1 =
∑
i
|xi| and ‖x‖∞ = maxi |xi|.
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Proof. The non-signaling value vns(G) is the optimal value of the following linear program:
maximize
∑
x∈X
a∈A
pi(x)V(x, a) q(a|x)
subject to (1)
q(a|x) ≥ 0 for all a ∈ A, x ∈ X , (2)∑
a∈A
q(a|x) = 1 for all x ∈ X , (3)∑
aJ∈AJ
q(aI , aJ |xI , xJ)− q(aI , aJ |xI , x′J) = 0 for all I ⊂ {1, . . . ,m}, J = {1, . . . ,m} \ I
and for all aI ∈ AI , xI ∈ XI and xJ , x′J ∈ XJ .
(4)
Lemma 17 gives a bound on how much the optimal value of this linear program can vary if
we optimize over ε-almost non-signaling strategies instead of a fully non-signaling strategies.
Formally, we can express the linear program above in the “standard form” max{cx |Ax ≤ b′}
by expanding the equality constraints (3) and (4) as≤ and≥ inequality constraints. According
to Definition 12, ε-almost non-signaling strategies fulfill the constraints (4) only up to an error
of at most 2ε. Hence, relaxing the constraints from non-signaling to ε-almost non-signaling
amounts to change the b′-coordinates corresponding to the non-signaling constraints (4)
from 0 to 2ε. Hence, the parameters of Lemma 17 are ‖b′′ − b′‖∞ = 2ε, n = |X | · |A|,
‖c‖1 =
∑
x∈X
a∈A
|pi(x)V(x, a)| ≤ |A| and ∆ is a finite constant that depends on the number of
players m and the number of answers |A| and questions |X |.5 Finally, we note that we can
apply the lemma, because the objective function is at most one (and thus finite) irrespective
of which strategies we are considering. Setting c(G) := 2|X ||A|2∆ yields the claim. J
I Lemma 19 (Main Lemma). Let G be a game with complete support. Consider an n-fold
repetition Gn of G with an arbitrary non-signaling strategy q(n) for Gn. Let E be an arbitrary
event (in the underlying probability space). Then for any subset S = {v1, . . . , vk} ⊂ {1, . . . , n},
the probability P [WV =1 | E ] for a randomly chosen V in {1, . . . , n} \ S is bounded by
P
[
WV =1
∣∣ E ] ≤ vns(G) + c′(G) ·√ 1n−k log( 1P [ E ])
where c′(G) = 3 · 2mc(G)/minx pi(x) is some constant that only depends on G.
The following is an immediate consequence.
I Corollary 20. Let G be a game with complete support. Consider an execution of the
n-fold repetition Gn with an arbitrary non-signaling strategy for Gn. For any ` ∈ {1, . . . , n},
let E` be the event that the `-th repetition is accepted, i.e. W` = 1. Then for any subset
S = {v1, . . . , vk} ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, there exists vk+1 ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ S such that
P
[ Evk+1 ∣∣ Ev1 ∧ . . . ∧ Evk ] ≤ vns(G) + c′(G) ·√ 1n−k log( 1P [ Ev1∧...∧Evk ])
where c′(G) is some constant that only depends on G.
5 In our case, the relevant constraint matrix A has n = |X | · |A| columns and at most
2
(
(|A| · |X |+ |X |2)m + |X |
)
rows. Let ∆ := max
{∣∣(B−1)ij∣∣ | B a nonsingular submatrix of A},
which depends only m, |A|, |X |.
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Proof (of Lemma 19). Let pi◦ > 0 be such that pi(x) ≥ pi◦ for all x ∈ X ; by assumption
on G, such a pi◦ exists. By re-ordering the (strategies of the) n executions, we may assume
without loss of generality that S = {n− k + 1, . . . , n}, and we now need to argue about the
probability over a random V in {1, . . . , n− k}. To simplify notation, let us define
ε :=
√
1
n−k log
( 1
P [ E ]
)
.
Fix a subset I ⊆ {1, . . . ,m} and let J = {1, . . . ,m} \ I be the complement of I. Consider
the distribution
PXIXJAI = PXIAI ·PXJ |XIAI = PXIAI ·PXJ |XI = PXIAI ·
n∏
`=1
PX`
J
|XI = PXIAI ·
n∏
`=1
PX`
J
|XIAI
where the second equality is due to non-signaling, the third due to the independence of every
pair (X`I , X`J ), and the third again due to non-signaling. We can thus apply Lemma 2 (with
T = (XI ,AI) and U ` = X`J) and obtain
(n− k) · ε =
√
(n− k) log( 1P [ E ]) ≥ n−k∑
`=1
∥∥PXIX`JAI |E − PXIAI |E · PX`J |XIAI∥∥
≥
n−k∑
`=1
∥∥PX`
I
X`
J
A`
I
|E − PX`
I
A`
I
|E · PX`
J
|X`
I
A`
I
∥∥ = n−k∑
`=1
∥∥PX`
I
X`
J
A`
I
|E − PX`
I
A`
I
|E · PX`
J
|X`
I
∥∥
=
n−k∑
`=1
∥∥PX`
I
X`
J
|E · PA`
I
|X`
I
X`
J
E − PX`
I
|E · PA`
I
|X`
I
E · PX`
J
|X`
I
∥∥ .
The first inequality holds by Lemma 2. The second inequality follows from Lemma 1 which
states that the distance of the random variables X`I , X`J , A`I cannot be larger than the distance
of all random variables XI , X`J ,AI . The subsequent equality holds due to the non-signaling
condition between subsets I and J , and the last equality is a simple re-writing of some
probabilities.
By means of Lemma 2 (setting T to be a constant), we can also conclude that
∑
` ‖PX`IX`J |E−
PX`
I
X`
J
‖, and thus in particular∑` ‖PX`I |E −PX`I‖, is upper bounded by (n− k)ε. Therefore,
noting that PX`
I
X`
J
= PXIXJ , we can conclude that
n−k∑
`=1
∥∥PXIXJ · PA`
I
|X`
I
X`
J
E − PXIXJ · PA`
I
|X`
I
E
∥∥ ≤ 3(n− k)ε .
By summing over all subsets I ⊆ {1, . . . ,m} (and letting J be its complement), changing
the order of the summation, and defining
ε` :=
∑
I
∥∥PXIXJ · PA`
I
|X`
I
X`
J
E − PXIXJ · PA`
I
|X`
I
E
∥∥
we get
n−k∑
`=1
ε` ≤ 3 · 2m(n− k)ε .
Note that by definition of ε`, for any choice of I and J = {1, . . . ,m} \ I, it holds that∥∥PXIXJ · PA`
I
|X`
I
X`
J
E − PXIXJ · PA`
I
|X`
I
E
∥∥ ≤ ε` ,
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and hence, by the lower bound pi◦ on PXIXJ , that∥∥PA`
I
|X`
I
X`
J
E(·|xI , xJ)− PA`
I
|X`
I
E(·|xI)
∥∥ ≤ ε`
pi◦
for any xI and xJ . For any ` ∈ {1, . . . , n− k}, consider the strategy q˜` for (one execution
of) G, defined by q˜`(a|x) = PA`|X`E(a|x). By the above, q˜` is (ε`/pi◦)-almost non-signaling.
Furthermore, by the definition of q˜`, the probability P [ E` | E ] that the `-th repetition of the
n-fold repetition of G is accepted equals the probability v[q˜`](G) that a single execution of G
is accepted when strategy q˜` is played. Since q˜` is (ε`/pi◦)-almost non-signaling, it follows
from Proposition 18 that this probability is at most vns(G) + c(G) · ε`/pi◦. The claimed bound
on P [ EV | E ] for a randomly chosen V in {1, . . . , n−k} now follows from the bound on
∑
` ε`,
where c′(G) is given by 3 · 2mc(G)/pi◦. J
We are now ready to prove our main concentration bound.
Proof (of Theorem 15). LetK be some integer parameter, to be defined later. Let V1, . . . , VK
be a random subset of distinct integers from {1, . . . , n}, and let Dk be the random variable
Dk = WVk = V(XVk , AVk) for any k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. Understanding V1, . . . , VK as a “sample
subset" of the n parallel repetitions of G, Dk indicates whether the k-th game in the sample
is won. A pair (d1, . . . , dk) ∈ {0, 1}k and (v1, . . . , vk) ∈ {1, . . . , n} of k-tuples is called typical
if PD1···Dk|V1···Vk(d1, . . . , dk|v1, . . . , vk) ≥ 2−2K . Let Tk be the event that (D1 · · ·Dk) and
(V1 · · ·Vk) form a typical pair. Note that the corresponding complementary events satisfy
T¯k ⇒ T¯k+1 as well as
P [ T¯k ] =
∑
atypical pairs
(d1...dk),(v1...vk)
PV1···Vk(v1, . . . , vk)PD1···Dk|V1···Vk(d1 · · · dk|v1 · · · vk) < 2−K .
Let γ := 1−vns(G)−ε where ε := δ/3. Note that we obviously may assume that δ ≤ 1−vns(G)
so that γ > 0. We now define a sequence of random variablesM0, . . . ,MK as follows. Random
variable M0 takes the value 0 with certainty, and Mk+1 is inductively defined as
Mk+1 :=
{
Mk + γ if Dk+1 =1 and Tk
Mk − (1− γ) otherwise .
We want to show thatM0, . . . ,MK forms a supermartingale. We fix k ∈ {0, . . . ,K−1} and we
fix values (v1, . . . , vk) for the random variables V1, . . . , Vk. Up to the end of this paragraph, all
probabilities etc. are to be understood conditioned on these values. We define E to be the event
that D1, . . . , Dk take on some arbitrary but fixed values (d1, . . . , dk). If the pair (d1, . . . , dk)
and (v1, . . . , vk) is atypical, then conditioned on E we haveMk+1 = Mk+γ−1 < Mk and thus
E[Mk+1|M0 · · ·Mk] < E[Mk|M0 · · ·Mk] = Mk. In the other case, if the pair (d1, . . . , dk) and
(v1, . . . , vk) is typical then P [ E ] ≥ 2−2K . Furthermore, Lemma 19 implies that PDk+1|E(1) =
P [ EVk+1 | E ] ≤ vns(G) + c′(G)
√
log(1/P [ E ])/(n− k) ≤ vns(G) + c′(G)
√
2K/(n−K). We
want this last term to be upper bounded by vns(G) + ε = 1− γ, which we achieve by choosing
K as K := bαnc where α := min{ε2/(3c′(G)2), 1/3}, as can easily be verified. It follows
that E[Mk+1|M0 · · ·Mk] ≤ (1 − γ)(Mk + γ) + γ(Mk − (1 − γ)) = Mk (when conditioning
on E). Since the argument that the M0, . . . ,MK form a supermartingale holds independent
of the choice of (d1, . . . , dk) and of the choice of (v1, . . . , vk), M0, . . . ,MK indeed forms a
supermartingale in the original probability space (without conditioning on the values for
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V1, . . . , Vk). Therefore,
P
[ K∑
k=1
Dk ≥ (vns(G)+2ε)K
]
≤ P [ T¯K ]+ P [MK ≥ (vns(G)+2ε)Kγ − (1−vns(G)−2ε)K(1−γ) ]
≤ 2−K + P [MK ≥ (γ − 1 + vns(G) + 2ε)K ] = 2−K + P [MK≥εK ]
≤ 2−K + exp(−ε2K/2) < 2 exp(−ε2K/2)
The first inequality holds by definition of MK , and the second by a simple manipulation
of the terms. The equality holds by definition of γ, and the subsequent inequality by the
Azuma-Hoeffding Inequality. Finally, the last inequality holds since ε < 1 and exp( 12 ) < 2.
On the other hand, setting D := 1K
∑K
k=1Dk, we can also write
P
[
D ≥ vns(G) + 2ε
] ≥ P [W > vns(G) + δ ] · P [D ≥ vns(G) + 2ε ∣∣W > vns(G) + δ ]
where by the Hoeffding Inequality (and using that ε = δ/3)
P
[
D ≥ vns(G)+2ε
∣∣ W¯ > vns(G) + δ ] ≥ 1− exp(−2ε2K) .
Therefore,
P
[
W > vns(G) + δ
] ≤ 2 exp(−ε2K/2)1− exp(−2ε2K) .
In case that exp(−2ε2K) < 14 , we obtain the bound
P
[
W > vns(G) + δ
] ≤ 83 exp(−ε2K/2) . (5)
Note that in the other case, if exp(−2ε2K) ≥ 14 , then 2 exp(−ε2K/2) ≥ 1 and the bound (5)
holds trivially.
Setting µ := 1/(2 · 35 · c′(G)2), and recalling that ε = δ/3 and K := bαnc with α chosen
as α := min{ε2/(3c′(G)2), 1/3}, leads to the claim. J
4 Conclusion and Open Questions
This article initiates the investigation of the behavior of multi-player nonlocal games under
parallel repetition. For the case of the non-signaling value, we provide a concentration
bound for games with complete support. Our results might serve as a stepping stone for
the investigation of the quantum and classical values. Other interesting questions include
improving the rate of repetition (e.g. by making it independent of the minimal probability that
any question is asked) or finding cryptographic applications, for instance in position-based
cryptography.
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